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ABSTRACT 

Flexible Routing; which means a flexible selection of connecting 
paths including detours, will be made in the future communica
tion network in order to efficiently operate it. Generally speak
ing, although the effective utilization of idle links is an advantage, 
the increase of the number of used links per call is a disadvan
tage of flexible routing. Thus it becomes important to investi
gate the effects of flexible routing from the both viewpoints. 

In this paper, some symmetrical network models are considered 
and effects of flexible routing are examined by a new analytic 
method. In particular, some peculiar properties like hysteresis 
are found in the behavior of network through the quantitative 
analysis. That is, once cOngWstion occurs, it does not disappear 
immed~ately eVen if the load is lessened thereafter. The results 
obtained here are important for . efficient and stable operation of 
the network where flexible routing is made. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Flexible routing will be introduced, in future, in order to effi
ciently operate the communication networks which will be pro
vided with highly developed network structure and advanced 
switching functions realized by the stored-program-control ex
changes. The flexible routing means a flexible selection of 
connecting path in accordance with the traffic distribution in the 
network, so as to improve the network efficiency utilizing idle 
links. From the viewpoint of improving the efficiency, there
fore, flexible routing is effective only when the traffic distribu
tion is not uniform in the entire network. 

Such non-uniformity of the traffic distribution may be found in 
the following cases: 
(1) The traffic distribution is not uniform on the average; 
(2) -The traffic distribution is not uniform instantaneously, even 

if it is uniform on the average. 

In the actual network, the non-uniformities of the traffic distri
bution in the sense of the case (1) and that in the sense of the 
case (2) are combined and the effect of flexible routing depends 
on both of them. To make analysis simple, however, it is ad
visable that the effect due to the non-uniformity in the sense of 
the case (1) and that in the sense of the case (2) should be dis
cussed separately. 

In the case (1), the effect of flexible routing can easily be ex
pected. For this case, the problem is that of optimum traffic 
assignment .to each link and can be discussed statically. This 
problem will be left for further studies. 

In the case (2), it is extremely important to provide some ade
quate restrictions on the path selection so as to obtain the trade 
offs for an advantage and a disadvantage caused by the flexible 
routing. The advantage is the effective utilization of idle links 
and the disadvantage is the increase of used links per call caused 
by the use of large detours. For this case, some stochastic 
analysis will be needed. The problem, in general, is sO 'complf
cated that the properties of flexible routing have been little known 
other than a few(1), (2)clarified partially by simulation . 

The discussions in this paper are limited to the case (2). For 
the object of discussions, some symmetrical network models 
are considered. In particular, the regular polyhedron-type 
networks(3) which are considered as the models of the global 
network covering the earth are mainly analyzed. Since the uni
form traffic distribution can be assumed in these symmetrical 
networks for the uniformly offered traffiC, we can easily extract 
the effects due to the non-uniformity in the sense of the case (2): 
Thus it is the purpose of this paper to induce the fundamental 
properties of the flexible routing through the quantitative analy
sis of these Simplified models. 

2. NETWORK MODELS 

The object of analysis is a network with N switching stations and 
n links. For the purpose of examining the effects of flexible 
routing due to the non-uniformity of the traffic distribution in the 
sense of the case (2) mentioned in preceding paragraph, the net-
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work structure and the traffic condition are assumed as follows: 
(1) The network is topologically symmetric; 
(2) The traffic capacity of each link is the same; 
(3) The routing procedure in each switching station is the same; 
(4) The traffic volume flowing between any pair of the stations 

is the same. 

If the foregoing conditions are satisfied, the traffic distribution 
would be uniform in the entire network and the blocking proba
bility would be all the same in respective links of the network. 

For examples of this model, regular polyhedron-type networks, 
mesh-type networks and ring-type networks may be considered 
as shown in Fig. 1. In particular, regular polyhedron-type net
work can be considered as a model of the global network cover
ing the earth. 

For routing technique, several selection systems of connecting 
path are considered as follows: 
A) Progressive selection system, in which idle link is hunt in 

link-by-link at each tandem station to conduct a tandem 
connection; 

B) Foreseeing selection system, in which each tandem station 
foresees the state of links incident to nearby stations and 
then selects the next link; and 

C) Matching selection system, in which the or'iginating station 
knows the state of all links in the network '"and select the con
necting path by matching the possible paths with the link 
states. 

The system A) is the most Simple and, therefore, is the most 
practical in the present time, taking account of the limitation on 
switching functions of the current communication network. The 
systems B) and C) are advantageous in the efficient use of links, 
though more complicated controls are needed. It is, therefore, 
expected that they will be employed as the switching functions 
are more improved by introducing the stored-program-control 
exchanges. The path selection according to the system C) is 
studied in this paper from the reason that the flexible routing 
may be the most effective in the system C) and the analysis of 
this system may reveal the most typical properties of flexible 
routing. 

As mentioned above, the network model discussed in this paper · 
is a symmetrical one to which the matching selection system is 
applied. 

V2 

(a) POLYHEDRON-TYPE 

(b) MESH-TYPE (c) RING-TYPE 

Fig. 1 Examples of the Symmetrical Network 
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3. ANALYSIS 

3. 1 DEFINITIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS 

For convenience' sake, the following terms are used: 
A link is a connection between two switching stations, which 
may be composed of any number of trunks; 
A connecting path is the path which is allowed to carry traffic 
between the two stations concerned; 
The link blocking probability is the probability that all of the
trunks in the. link are busy; and 
The end-to-end blocking probability is ' the probability that all 
of the connecting paths between two stations concerned are not 
available. 

To simplify the analysis, we assume that: 
(1) arrival of calls is random and distributiop of holding time 

is exponential; 
(2) traffic is uniform 'Over the entire network (as mentioned in 

2); . .. 

(3) links are blocked independently; and 
(4) control time for the connection is much less than the aver

age holding time .of calls and is negligible. 

3.2 METHOD OF ANALYSIS 

A nt;twork to be analyzed is a symmetrical network with N 
switching stations and 11 links. In this network, consider a 
connecting path Yj consisting of 1 links, Xjl ' Xj2'···' XjJ, 
where h = 1, 2, ... , n-l or n. Let Xjl , Xj2,"" Xjl and Yj 
be the symbols as follows: 

Xji = 1, if link Xji has at least one available trunk; 

Xji 0, if link Xji has no available trunk; 

Yj 1, if path Yj is available; and 

Yj = 0, if path Yj is not available. 

Then the following relations hold. 

(1) 

Now, consider the connections between two arbitrary stations, 
VJJ and VJI , where JJ, V = 1, 2, ... , N. To denote sus:h. connec
tiO~, we add (jJ,v) to any symbol, for e~mple,i yj'J.I.,V), 
Xji ,V), etc. We assume that there are m(jJ,v) connecting 
paths Yl (jJ, ).I), Y2(jJ, v), .. " y~~~~~(listed in the order of pri
ority of path selection) between VJJ and Vy. New symbols cor
responding to connecting paths are defined as {ohows: 

ZI (p, 11) = Y1 (Il, 11) 

Zz (Il, ~) = Y
1 

(P, 11) Yz (iJ, ,,) 

. . . . . . . . 
Z (Il, v) = Y

1 
(P, v) Y

2 
(p, v) ...... Y (Il, 11) 

m (Il, 11) m (Il, 11) i 1 

Clearly, 

(2) 

Y (Il, 11) 
m (P, 11) • 

(3) 

Hence, more than two of 'If.JJ, Y)s cannot be equal to at the 
same time. Thus, for call originating from VJJ ~nd terminating ' 
into VV' Yj{JJ, v) will be selecteq if ~nd only if Zj JJ,).I) = 1, and 
a call will be blocked if all of Z(JJ., Y)s are zero. Consequently, 
the end-to-end blocking probability for calls n-om VI-' to Vv can 
be denoted as the probability that all of Z(jJ, v ) s are zero. 

Generally, y(jJ, V)s are not independent becausecfth~) include the 
same Xi (i = 1,2, ... ,n), so th~ probability of Zj , = 1 cannot 
be obtained directly. As y{JJ,V)s are the functions of Xs as 
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shown by equation (1). Zj(JJ.· y) can be written In the form 

Z j (.a. 11)= Z j (.a, 11) (X .. XI' ....... Xn) (4) 

where X I' X~.···. Xn are independent hr. ~ssumption (3). Then 
Zj{JJ.·V) can be expanded into the minterm-type expression. 

Zj 
(.a. 11) - - ....,. - (.a 11) (0, 0, 0, 0) = XI XI X, '" ... Xn Z j , ...... , 

+ XI XIX •...... Xn Zj (.a. 11) (1, 0, o ........ 0) 

+ XI XIX •... · .. Xn" ·Zj (.a, 11) (0, 1, 0, ...... , 0) (6) 

. . . . . . .. . . 
~ te~ in equation (5) is exclusive one another. Thus. if 
Zj , V = 1. one and only one of the~eq~alS 1 and others O. 
Accordingly. the probability that Zj .V = 1 is the sum of the 
probability that each term of equation (5) equals 1. The link 
blocking probabilities can be estimated to be uniform in virtue 

. of the symmetry of the network and the uniform loads (by as-
sumption (2». Hence for all i. 

Prob{ XI = 1 ) = 1 - b 

Prob{X i = 1 ) = b • 

Then we get 

~j(.a, 1I)(b)~Prob{Zj(.a, 11)=1 

b n Zj (.a, 11) (0, o. 0, 

+ b n - 1 (1 - b) Z j (.a, 11) (1. 0, 0, 

+ b n- 1 (1-b)Zj(.a, 11) (0,1,0, 

. . .• . . . . . . . . 

0) 

0) 

, 0) 

(6) 

The probability that the connection between VI-' and V)I succeeds 
is 

( ) 
m (.a. 11) 

p.a,1I = I 
j-1 

(8) 

Finally we get end-to-end blocking probability for a call from 
VI-' to Vy as ' follows; 

(~II) . m (p., 11) 
B ' . =1 - I 

j-1 (9) 

The average number of links used for a call from VI-' to Vy is 

(.a 11) m (.a, 11) 
D· = X 

j-1 
d .. (.a, 11) 

J no 

where dj{p.·)J) is the length of the connecting path Yi(JJ.·V). Let 
d. <1-'. V) be the offered traffiC from VI-' to Vy • Then. for the en

. tire calls. the traffic carried by each link is 

Ull 

where n is the number of links in the network. As link blocking 
probability is uniformly b. the load offered to a link is 

a=c/(1-b) 

N N m(p., 11) 
X X X d . (.a. 11) q . (p., 11) (b) a (p., 11) 

.a-1 11-1 j - 1 J J 

n (1-b) 

Consequently, once we prescribe the allowable connecting paths. 
we can get the load offered to a link as a function of b. Much 
study has been made on the relation between load and link block-
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ing probability under various conditions • . but the relation is not 
obtained when loads include overflowed traffics. For the pur
pose of simplicity. we as~ume that Erlang B equation holds. 

K K i 
b=Ek(a)=~ ( . X 4--)-1 

Kt i -0 1\ , 

where K is the number of trunks in a link. 

It seems to be rough apprOXimation because the arrival of calls 
to a link is not random. But if each link is included in various 
connecting paths, the overflow itself to that link occurs nearly 
at random and traffic offered to the link approaches to random. 
Of course. more precise formula for overflowed traffic may be 
applied in this analysis. Under our simple assumptions. how
ever. we can get the fundamental characteristics of the networks 
with flexible routing. 

Equations (12) and (13) hold at the same time. Thus we get the . 
system equations as follows: 

{ 

~ ~ me;. 11) d . (.a, 11) q . (p., 11) (b) a <.a. 11) 
.a-1 11 - 1 j - 1 J J 

a = n (1- b) 

K K i 
b=~ X _8_)-1 

Kt i-O' it 

U41 

where b and a are their solutions. Afte.r obtaining b. we can 
get the end-to-end blocking probability for calls from VI-' to V'J 
by substituting b to Equation (9). 

In general. we cannot solve the system equations theoretically. 
but can get b by digital computation or by the graphical method. 

3.3 EXAMPLE 

The regular tetrahedron -type network shown in Fig. 2 will be 
analyzed by the method mentioned above. In this network. N=4 
and n;:;6. In the first place. we consider a call from station VI 
to station V2. Connecting paths from VI to V2 and their lengths 
are as follows: 

Y I (1. 2) = XI d I (1, 2) = 1 

y
l

(1. 2) =Xz)4 . 

Y. (1, 2) = X. Xe 

y.(1. 2) =XIX.Xe 

y /1. 2) = X. X,x., 
Then. 

Zl (1, 2) = XI 

Zt (1, 2) =X I XIX. 

Z. (1. 2) = XI XZ x. X. X. 

d z (1, 2) = 2 

d. (1, 2) = 2 

d/1, 2) = 3 

d /1, 2) = 3 • 

=~~x.x.Xe+~~X.~Xe+~~x.~~ 

Fig. 2 Regular Tetrahedron-type Network 
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.... 

Z,(1, 2) =XIXt~X,XeXtXIXe =XIXtX,~XIXe . 

Z.(1, 2) =XIXa~X,XeXaXIXeX,X"~=XIXtX,~XIXe 

If traffic is uniform, blocking probability of any link is estimat
ed to be b. Then, 

q I ( 1, 2) = ( 1 - b j 

q2 (1, 2) = b (1 - b )2 

qa (1, 2) = 2 b l (1-:- .b)' + ba (1 ~ bP 

q4 (1, 2) = ba (1 -:b::)a 
q.(1, 2) = bl (1-b:'i':'. '. 

Therefore, probability that connection between VI and 'V2 will: be 
succeeded is . '." I 

. ~' . ': 

p (1, .2h (f-"bi +b' (1 - 'b)' + 2 b l (1 - b)' + ba (1- bP + 2 ba (1 -b)' 

and the end-to-end.:bloc~ing probability between VI and V2 is 

B (1, 2) = 1 _ P (1, 2)', 

~ 
::l 

~ 
~ 
Cl. 

t.:) 
Z 
S2 
() 
0 
...l 
g::) 

Cl 
Z 
rxl 

I 

0 
E-< 

6 
Z 
rxl 

= b-b '{1-bP-211(1-b)l-t/(1-bP-2 ba{1-b)a • ' 
'. ' 

10- 1 

10- 2 

10-3 

10-4 

10- 5 

10-6 

O. 75 O. 80 O. 85 O. 90 O. 95 1. 00 1. 05 

OFFERED LOAD/NETWORK CAPACITY 

Fig. 3 End-tol erid BldcIdng Characteristics of Regular 
Tetrahedrott~~~".,~etwork (K == 100) 
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Cl 
Z 
rxl 
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The average number of links per call from VI to V2 is 

D (1, 2) = (1 - b) + 2 b (1 - b ) • + 4 11 (1 - b) I 

+ 2 b ' ( 1-~)I+ .6 b'( 1---b)". _ 

X t~~ network l;:s a symmetrical structure, p(}J, 11)= p, 
B.' =B and ·D 'Y)=D for JJ, V =1, 2,3, 4 (JJ~y). Furthermore 
we assume that the traffic between every pair of the stations is 
the same, namely, 

a(1, 2) = a (2,. 3) =a(3, 4) =a(4, 1) =a(1, 3) =a(2, 4) =a. 

Then, 

Therefore system equations are 

D 

{ 

.: -(11--+-b 2: (1-b) + 4b'(1-b)' +2 b'(1-b) +6b'(1-b)'). 

, ....: aK . ~ a i -1 
b -Kt ( i-a it) 

O. 75 O. 80 O. 85 O. 90 O. 95 1. 00 1. 05 

OFFERED LOAD/NETwoRK CAPACITY 

Fig. 4 End-to-end Blocking Characteristics of Regular 
Octahedron-type Network (K= 100) 

0.4 0.5 O. 6 O. 7 O. 8 O. 9 1.0 

OFFERED LOAD / NE'T\VORK ,'C~ AyI:r:Y, '. 

Fig. 5 End~to-end Blocking Characteristics of Regular Hexahedron-type Networ~ (K=10 a~d K=l(0) 
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Thus we c'an get the values of a and b by means of digital 
c'omputation. ' 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Flexible routings in three kinds of regular polyhedron-type net
work shown in Fig. 1 were analyzed. Followings are the results. 

4.1 END-TO-END BLOCKING PROBABIUTY 

Figs. 3 through 5 are the plots of the end-to-end blocking proba
bilities against to the load offere~ to the entire network. In the 
figures, the load is defined such as: 

T.=II l(1J, 1/) o:(JJ, ;), 
---.r JJ" 

where et (1-', 11) is the offered traffic and i (jJ, 11) is the length of 
the regular connecting path between the stations VI-' and V..,. The 
symbol1\. = (AI' A2' ... 'Ai' ... ) indicates a restriction on the 
path selection in the flexible routing, ,where Al is the length of 
the largest detour allowable to connect two stations with the dis
tance l. The symbol SIM;PLE indicates a simple network where 
no alternate path is used. 

Following properties of the flexible routing are observed from 
the figures. Under the light load condition, the blocking proba
bility can be reduced nearly to zero by means of flexible routing 
(normal state). On the contrary, under the heavy .load condition, . 
the blocking probability in the flexible routing system rather in
creases than that in the simple network (congested state). Fur
thermore, ·the 'transition from the normal state to the congested 
state is very abrupt in the flexible routing system. This ten
dency becomes more remarkable as the restriction on path 
selection becomes small and finally the value of the offered load 
just as the n~twork encounters the congestion is different from 
that just as the network is recovered from it, i. e., the former 
becomes larger than the latter. Therefore, once congestion 
occurs, it does not disappear immediately even if the load is 
lessened thereafter. Thus the characteristic curve draws the 
hysteresis loop. When this characteristics is remarkable, such 
a possibility is induced that the congestion may occur even if 
the load is considerably light. This is a disadvantage in the 
network operation. 

% 

Comparing the Fig~. 3 through 5, the properties above men
tioned become' more remarkable as the network ' structures 
more approach to that of mesh-type network and as K, the num
ber of trunks in each link, becomes larger . . 

4.2 NETWORK EFFICIENCY 

The network efficiency is defined here as the ratio of effective 
load actually handled in the network to the network capacity. It 
is slightly different from the efficiency of link, since the links 
may be used redundantly by the flexible selection of detours. ' 
The mathematical expression of the network. efficiency is given 
by 

7J nK 
(IS 

where 1(jJ, V) d (jJ, y) (1- B(jJ, y» is the effective load between the 
stations VI-' and VII' and nK is the network capacity because 
there are n links each of which includes K trunks. 

Fig. 6 shows the relations between tJ?e network efficiency and 
the load in the regular hexahedron-type network for the case 
where K=lO and K=lOO. The relations were obtained by' calcu
lating the formula (15) after reading the values of the end-to-end 
blocking probability and those of the load from the diagrams in 
Fig. 5. 

Fig. 6 has disclosed the followings: In general, the network 
efficiency increases monotonously with the increase of load. In 
such a network, however. that the very large detour is allowed, 
the network efficiency rather decreases with the increase of 
load in the congested state. This is because that the number of 
used links per call increases by use of such large detour and 
the network cannot afford to connect so many calls in the con
gested state. Thus the flexible routing allowing very large 
detour is disadvantageous under the heavy load condition. 

When K is small, the network efficiency does not so decrease 
even if the large detour is allowed. Therefore, it is concluded 
that the flexible routing is very effective from the viewpoint of 
the efficiency as well as the service quality. 

lOO~--~--------~----------~----------~--------~-- .I\. =(1,2,3) 

~ z 80 ~ 

U 
r;:: 
~ 
~ 

~ 
~ 
0 

~ 60 
~ 
Z 

0.4 

K = 100 CHI UNK 

---- K= lOCH/LINK 

0.5 0.6 

A=(1,2,3) 

SIMPLE 

o. 7 0.8 

OFFERED LOAD/ NETWORK CAPACITY 

0.9 

Fig. 6 Network Efficiency of Regular Hexahedron-type Network (K = 10 and K = 100) 
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4.3 HYSTERESIS CHARACTERISTIC 

As mentioned in preceding sections, the hysteresis character
istics appear when the large detour is used. It follows that the 
network does not encounter the congestion till the load in
cl;eases up to a certa-in level, but the congestion does not easily 
disappear even if the load decreases, once the network en
counters the congestion. 

The occurrence of such phenomena is due to the mathematical 
fact that the system equations (14) have two or more solutions. 
The equations (14) are plotted in Fig. 7, where the curves ~'s 
correspond to the first equation depending on the parameter 0.. , 
and the curve E corresponds to the second equation. It is noted 
that the slope of curves A's is steeper than that of curve B at the 
right side of the curves, since the number of used links in
creases near here by use of the large detour. Curves A's are 
shifted upward as the parameter d increases. As shown in 
Fig. 7, there exist three intersections of curves A and E at a 
certain value of d.. In the figure, d. =d.2 is this case and curves 
A2 and E have three intersections C2, C 2' and C{ When d is ' 
small, curves A 1 and E h~ve only one intersection Cl existing 

at the smaller value Qf b. Hence the network remains in the 
normal state. On the other hand, when a is sufficiently large, ' 
there exists one intersection C3 of the curves A3 and E at the 
larger value of b. Hence the network, is in the congestion. 

The occurrence of hysteresis phenomena can be explained in 
physical, as follows. Under a certain load condition, it is pos
sible to imagine two cases: 
(1) the case where a lot of detours are used and the blocking 

probability of each link is so greatly increased that the net
work falls into congestion; and 

(2) the case where most of calls are handled with the regular 
connecting paths and the used link is not so many that the 
network remains in the normal state. 

In the former case, the newly offered calls are apt to be blocked 
in the regular path and then to overflow to the i:letour. Thus the 
network tends to be more congested. In tqe latter case, on the 
contrary, the blocking probability of each link is so ~mall that 
the regular path is almost always available. Therefore, over
flow to the detour seldom occurs and the network retains the 
normal condition. As found from these considerations, once 
the network is in the normal (or congested) state, it tends to re
tain the same state under some special load conditions. 

CURVE E 
cd erl 

~ 200 
~ 
....:I 

-< 

C3

A31 
(Erlang B) 

:A~f CURVES A 

~ 
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Q 
((;(1 «.\2 «(10..3) 

W 
p::: 
~ 100 
~ 
~ 
0 

U 
~ 50 
~ 

~ 
E-< 

10- 1 10- 2 10- 1 

LINK BLOCKING PROBABILITY, b 

Fig. 7 Plots of System Equations 
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5. FURTHER ANALYSIS OF HYSTERESIS CHARACTERISTIC 

5. 1 MODEL OF THE NETWORK 

In this paragraph, a mesh-type network model with N switching 
stations, shown in Fig. 8, is considered to quantitatively study 
the hysteresis characteristic appearing' in the network to which 
the flexible r.outing technique is applied. Since it is of mesh
type, the total number of links is, 

n = N(N-1) 

2 

V4 '--_--- ...... - " 
"-

\. 
\ 
\ 
\ 
I 

'........ I 

----------~-----
-_/ ./ 

I 
/ 

/ 
/ 

Fig. 8 Mesh-type Network with N Stations 

Now we shall 'here assume that the following .ca~e: 
(1) There is the same traffic between any pair of stations; 
(2) The regular connecting path is t~e straight lin~ connecting 

the originating and the destinating stations; and , 
(3) F or alternate connecting paths, all the paths with length 2 

are allowable (there are N-2 alternate paths for each call 
in this case). That is, the tandem connection with 3 or 
more links is not allowable. 

According' to assumptions (2) and (3), every connecting path is 
independent each others since any path, does not contain the 
same link. 

Under these assumptions, the load offered to each link is uni-

• 
• 

form on the average even if alternate paths are used. There- • 
fore, ' it could be considered that all the link blocking probabili-
ties are same and equal to b. 

5. 2 ANALYSIS 

It is comparatively easy to analyze this network because every 
connecting path is independent each others. Let's denote the traf
fic volume offered to each lInk by a, and the link blocking proba
bility by b. And put 

s = I-b. 

Then, for the connection of a call, 

the probability that the 1st path 
is available 

the probability that the 1 st path 

s , 

is not available and the 2nd path = bs1, 

is available 

the probability that the 1st and 
2nd paths are not available and 
the 3rd path is available 

and so on. 

• 



• 
•• 

• 
• 

Hence the probability that the connection succeeds is derived as 
follows: . 

p = s+bsl +bt1-sl ) sl+bt1-SI)i Sl+ : .. ... . . . 

······ .+b t1- 'SI )N-3 S2 

=s + b {1"':' U-s2 )'N- 2) . ' 

Then the end-to-end blocldng probability is obtained such that 
B=1-P 

= 1 - ( s + b { 1 - 't1 -:- S2) N- 2) ) 
Since the average number of ~sed links per call is 

.s+2b{ 1- t1-S2)N~2) 
I 

the total traffic volume carried by all the links in the network is 

c = NtN-1r a(s .+2b{ 1- t1-S2)N-2)) 
2 ) 

where et is the traffic flow between each pair of the stations. 
The traffic volume offered to each link is then, 

on the average. Therefore, the traffic volume offered to each 
link is obtained as follows: 

c (2b{ ' N-2) a = --=a 1+- 1-U-s 1 ) ) 
1-b . s • us 

Furthermore~ Erlang's equation B holds between a and b such as 

K . K I 
b-~( I a )-1 

KI i - O i I Q'1l 

Equations (16) and (17) must hold simultaneously. Then, we can 
get the values of a and b as the solution. 

5.3 RESULTS 

The analysis has been made, hereinbefore, for various values 
of the number of stations, N, and the number of trunks, K, in 
each link. As the result of analysis, a characteristic curve of ) 
the end-to-end blocldng probability having a hysteresis loop, for 
example, was obtained as shown in Fig. 9. . 

In this diagram, W I is a load just as the congestion disappears 
and W2 a load just as the congestion appears. The difference 
between WI and W2 rqughly indicates the approximate shape of 
the · hysteresis loop. 
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Fig. 9 Illustration of Typical Blocking Characteristic 
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Fig. 10 Hysteretic Range against to N (K = 100) 
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Fig. 11 Hysteretic Range against to K (N=8) 

Fig. 10 shows the relation between the hysteresis character
istics 'and the number of stations where K=I00. It is apparent 
that the hysteresis characteristics become more remarkable as 
N increases. At the same time there appears a possibility that 
the congestion will occur even with a smaller load, as N in
creases. This is a disadvantage in operation of the network. 

Fig. 11 shows the hysteresis characteristics for variety of K 
under the condition that N=8. As K increases, W I is nearly 
constant (about 7C1fo), while W2 increases. As the result, hys
teresis characteristics become more remarkable. In 'general, 
if the flexible routing is not introduced, then the efficiency in
creases as K increases. In the network where the flexible 
routing is made, on the other hand, the efficiency will be nearly 
constant in the order of 7C1fo. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

The behaviors of some symmetrical networks have been ana
lyzed and discussed for the .case where flexible routing technique 
is introduced. The major results are followings. 
(1) The flexible routing is advantageous under the light load 

condition in the sense that tile call loss can be reduced to 
extremely small, while it is disadvantageous under the 
heavy load condition. Thus the flexible routing is recom
mendable in such a light loaded network where the extreme
ly high service quality is required. 

(2) It is not so significant to make an extremely large detour 
even under the light load condition. 

(3) The flexible routing is very advantageous in a network 
where the connection between stations is composed of com
parably small number of trunks, 1. e., K is small. 

(4) The congestion occurs quite abruptly when the large detour 
is allowed. It is disadvantageous for safe and stable opera
tion of the network. 
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(5) There would appear 'a sort of hysteresis characteristic in 
the relation between the load and the appearance/ disappear
ance of the congestion. That is, the congestion once occur;
, red will not disappear even if the offered traffic decreases 
down thereafter. 

Thus it is concluded that the flexible routing I S advantageous 
under a certain condition, even if the traffic dis'trihition is uni
form on the average. But paying attention to the 'abrupt occur-
rence of congestion, such a network management as the ' 
suppression of flexible routing based on a careful traffic super
vision is necessary. 

It attributes to the use of simple network models that the pro
perties of the flexible routing have been quantitatively clarified. 
Although the actual network has more complicated structure, ' 
the fundamental properties are the same as those obtained here. 
It is desired that the results will contribute to further studies 
of routing problems and network designs. 
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